
The questioner is right that Christians unite around their Lord Jesus Christ, who
indeed offers one way, one truth, and one life, referring to John 14:6. The Bible is as
clear as it can be that Christians are many members of one body in Christ. For
example, Romans 12:4-5 states that Christians, though many, in Christ form one
body, with each member belonging to all others. Similarly, 1 Corinthians 10:17
states that though Christians are many, they are nonetheless just one body sharing
one bread, Jesus Christ. Again, 1 Corinthians 12:13 states that one Spirit baptized
all Christians to form one body, whether comprised of insiders or outsiders, still
enslaved or already freed, drinking one Spirit. Again, Ephesians 4:4-6 states most
emphatically that Christians share one body, one Spirit, one faith, one hope, one
Lord, one baptism, and one God of, over, through, and in all. Other verses say the
same thing.

The questioner is also right that Christians nonetheless form many denominations.
The worldwide church includes about 1.3 billion Catholics, nearly a billion
Protestants, and more than a quarter-billion Eastern Orthodox Christians. The
worldwide growth of the church throughout its history, under different church
leadership and national governments, among people of different languages and
customs, has a lot to do with those broad designations. The United States is home to
about 50 million Catholics, 34 million Baptists, 14 million non-denominational
Christians, and another 14 million Methodists, with many more in smaller
denominations.

Reports of tens of thousands of Christian denominations are mythical, but that’s not
the point. Christians should unite in one body, and unfortunately, in our still-fallen
state, Christians too often don’t. Denominations, though, do not necessarily differ
on significant doctrine, not as if they intend to comprise many different bodies
rather than one body in Christ. Denominations serve different purposes among
Christians, understandably when you think clearly about it.

Church governance is one of those purposes that denominations can serve. While all
churches are under Christ, conforming to his commands and relying on his word,
churches must in certain functions adapt to local constraints and conditions. How
churches organize as corporate entities, title and transfer their real and personal
property, retain and compensate their employees, and contract for goods and



services may all depend on national, regional, or local laws, which can differ widely
from region to region, no less than from continent to continent. Denominations that
operate in certain national or continental regions can fit their policies and practices
to those laws.

Adapting to customs, conventions, histories, experiences, and other affinities is
another purpose that denominations can serve. Individuals and groups differ in their
needs, expectations, and preferences over all manner of things, from worship and
music styles, to language, dress, outreach methods, missions, and frequency, days,
times, and duration of gatherings. Individuals and groups differ in their histories,
whether of struggle, migration, discrimination, and conflict, or education and
opportunity. Individuals differ in their common experiences, reflecting different
demographics. And individuals differ in their talents and passions, some for the
intellect, others for their artistic expression, others for their emotion, others for their
service. Denominations may adapt to the needs, conventions, and preferences of
various affinity groups.

Denominations can make much easier, finding a church that attracts and holds one’s
loyalty and commitment. If one doesn’t like the music or preaching, or the coffee or
seating, then one can find another church with different characteristics in each.
Church hopping isn’t a pastor’s favorite subject. Growing in relationship with other
believers is a steadying and rewarding thing. Churches do well not to compete with
other churches over the same members but instead to share their resources and
expertise to enlarge the kingdom generally. But choice can help.

Denominations can differ in spiritual practices. How a church educates young
members and assesses and confirms their education, how a church baptizes infant,
young, and mature believers, and how often a church offers communion, or even the
manner of its offer, can differ among churches and denominations. Denominations
may treat these matters as doctrinal, attaching greater or lesser significance to them,
or as secondary matters of convenience. The apostle Paul, in Romans 14, cautions
not to quarrel over disputable matters, especially in ways that discourage the faith
of the weak. Churches try not to do so. When Christians cannot in good conscience
agree on spiritual practices, then they may associate with different denominations.



In that respect, multiple denominations may show the unity, rather than the disunity,
of the church. Instead of treating one another as unworthy of communion in Christ’s
body, denominations may just agree to disagree agreeably, maintaining the peace
and unity of the larger church, the one body of Christ, while confirming one’s faith
within a smaller body whose members share understandings more widely. Probably,
no two members in any church agree on everything of doctrine, custom, convention,
or preference. That’s not human nature or experience. Multiple churches within
multiple denominations enable people to gather with enough in common to focus on
Christ rather than on their differences.

That said, some of the most-inspirational experiences that Christians can have occur
across denominations, indeed, across languages and cultures. Christians can
worship together when they do not even understand one another’s language. They
can do so because they share the same heart, the heart of Christ. The Christian
denominations that are furthest apart in their doctrinal understandings are still far
closer together than they would be with any non-Christian body, any group that had
rejected Christ. Denominations may be understandable, or they may be worse,
indicative of division in the church and an accommodation to the world. But all who
treat Jesus Christ as God and resurrected Lord share the essential good news of
eternal life.


